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This paper contributes to a new research agenda on comparative neighbourhood policy studies
examining how the interaction between two aspiring regional powers affect the countries in
their shared neighbourhood. The existing scholarship on regional power and hegemony omitted
hitherto to sufficiently conceptualize the ways in which major powers interact and the effects
these interactions have on other regional actors. This paper zooms in on soft hegemony as a
key strategy of regional powers focusing on how regional powers co-opt neighbourhood
countries by modifying and re-shaping basic societal norms and values. It conducts a crosssectional case study analysing EU and Russian strategies of co-optation and the effects on
Moldovan and Armenian societies. The analysis is based on documental evidence, survey data,
and semi-structured elite interviews conducted in Brussels, Moscow, Moldova, and Armenia
between 2019 and 2021. The analysis shows the differences and similarities of EU and Russian
soft hegemony and their effect on societies in the shared neighbourhood.
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Introduction
The escalation of the Russo-Ukrainian war in February 2022 marked an intensification of the
conflict between Russia and the West. In Europe this conflict manifested itself over the last 20
years in a competition over influence in the ‘shared neighbourhood’ with the advancement of
exclusive EU and Eurasian integration projects. In the scholarly literature, neighbourhood
countries’ engagement in either the EU’s Eastern Partnership (EaP) initiative or the Russia-led
Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) are explained not only by material factors but also domestic
actors’ ideas and values1. A recent survey experiment of EaP country’s preferences for political
cooperation has shown that identification with Europe was a strong predictor for respondents’
support for cooperation with the EU whereas the subscription to tradition values predicted
support for cooperation with Russia2. Strikingly, the survey did not reveal a negative
correlation between the importance respondents attributed to traditional and liberal values
associated with Russian and the EU respectively. These findings suggest the co-existence of
both these value-sets neighbourhood countries’ societies.
The literature that looks at the ideational elements of this contest uncovered a clash of
narratives between the EU’s ‘normative discourse’ emphasizing liberal democratic values and
the Russian ‘conservative counter-narrative’ stressing cultural, religious, and historical ties 3.
By exporting its internal rules, the EU constructs a normative identity4 gaining legitimacy5 and
even becoming a ‘normative power’6. In the ‘shared neighbourhood’ the political norms
promoted by the EU are juxtaposed with the diffusion of authoritarianism by Russia7. Yet, a
recent study shows that instead of promoting political authoritarian norms, Russia is
externalizing conservative ideas and “cannot simply be approached as the mirror image of the
norms upheld by the EU or the West”8. Indeed, Moscow’s soft power strategy includes the
development of a national ideology that emphasizes its own values distinctive from - but not
opposite to - Western standards9.
However, critical theorists attest the study of soft power a ‘liberal democratic bias’ leading to
the underestimation of Russia’s soft power by IR scholars10. This paper seeks to overcome this
bias and fill the research gap on ideational aspects of regional powers’ policies and strategies
in overlapping neighbourhoods11 by applying a more generic and critical concept. Taking up
Destradi’s ideal-type of ‘soft hegemony’ – a strategy that is “based on the hegemon’s efforts
to modify and reshape the norms and values of subordinate states”12, I develop a mechanism
of co-optation whereby regional powers extend the ideational boundaries of the Self to the
societies of countries in their shared neighbourhood. Its empirical application to Moldovan and
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Armenian cases seeks to answer the following research question: By which means and with
which effects did the EU and Russia (re-)shape the ideas and beliefs of neighbourhood
countries’ societies?
Co-optation as a mechanism of hegemonic power
By re-shaping the ideas, values, and beliefs of actors in neighbouring countries, regional
hegemons rely on ideology to secure consent (as opposed to coercion). In the Gramscian
understanding of hegemony consent “is secured by the diffusion and popularization of the
world view of the ruling class”13. Ideology is defined as a “spontaneous philosophy” contained
in language (determined notions and concepts), common and good sense (conventional wisdom
and empirical knowledge), and popular religion (system of beliefs)14. Building on this
‘Gramscian hegemony’ and bringing it to the study of IR, Cox defined international hegemony
as “an outward expansion of the internal (national) hegemony established by a dominant social
class. The economic and social institutions, the culture, the technology associated with this
national hegemony become patterns for emulation abroad”15. Actors thus have the ambition to
imitate the hegemon’s institutions, culture, and technology. This ambition implies consent
because actors believe it is beneficial to emulate these patters. In other words, actors seek to
emulate because it is in line with their own beliefs and thus preferences. There is no conflict
(overt or covert) between the hegemon’s and the other actors’ interests.
A behaviouralist methodology is inadequate to examine this type of power relation in which
conflict is not observable. Rather, the focus is shifted to the social practices that discursively
construct and shape preferences absorbing actors into the hegemon’s ideology. By shifting
ideational boundaries, the hegemon co-opts social actors and makes them part of its own
collective identity. According to theories of identity formation, identities are discursively
constructed by delimiting ‘the Self’ and defining ‘the Other’16. Co-optation takes place when
this boundary is discursively shifted “altering a particular discourse and creating a dominant
discourse through the use of symbols and rhetoric”17 to include actors in ‘the Self’. In other
words, a regional power’s hegemonic ideas and beliefs expressed in a collective identity are
extended through the discursive inclusion of other actors in the Self.
The outcome of this third face of power - “the capacity to secure compliance to domination
through the shaping of beliefs and desires”18 – is always partial and limited. This ‘radical view’
of power acknowledges the complexity of social actors and the fact that they “do not have
unitary or dual, but multiple and conflicting interests”19. This is what Gramsci called
‘contradictory consciousness’ viewing consent as “a complex mental state […] mixing
approbation and apathy, resistance and resignation”20. Hence, conceptualizing the outcome of
co-optation as outright adoption or rejection of the regional power’s ideas is not helpful. Rather,
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attention should be paid to different degrees of resistance21. Looking at how ideas spread across
borders, the norm diffusion literature has defined different types of contestation22 such as
modification23 or localization24. Therefore, a shift in the ideational boundary of the hegemon
is not only observed when another actor takes up und re-produces the hegemon’s discourse.
Attention should also be paid to traces or elements of the hegemon’s beliefs and ideas that are
woven into local identities.
Lastly, the ‘contradictory consciousness’ of consent also refers to the multiplicity of
preferences of the individual social actors that constitute the collective. Because of their
prominent role in national decision-making, political elites have been in the focus of ideational
hegemony25. Indeed, studies show how political elites act as gatekeepers for external ideas26
and how their own ideas shape the foreign policy behaviour of small states 27. However, Hopf
makes a compelling case for the need to focus on the ‘masses’ and not just elites28 when it
comes to hegemony. Societal groups that have internalized external ideas and norms can play
an important role in national policy-making processes29 by exerting pressure on their leaders30;
hence shaping national preferences and interests.
Cross-sectional case study design and data collection
Shared neighbourhoods encompass only a limited number of diverse cases; hence a small-N
research design is most adequate for this type of study. The effect of regional powers’
simultaneous co-optation of neighbourhood countries’ societies is determined by way of a
cross-sectional case study31 with a spatial variation across units. A unit is defined as “a spatially
bounded phenomenon […] observed at a single point in time or over some delimited period of
time”32. For the purpose of this study the power relation between one regional hegemon and
one small state in the shared neighbourhood constitutes a unit. The comparison is made
between cases that are most-similar on all relevant factors except the ones of interest to this
study. Following the Gramscian understanding of ideology, the three factors of interest in the
power relation between a potential hegemon and a small neighbourhood state are: language,
conventional wisdom and empirical knowledge, and popular religion. Other factors that impact
the capacity of a potential hegemon to shape the ideas and beliefs of a neighbourhood country
are – as in any type of power relation – the country’s relative size and the historical legacies it
shares with the potential hegemon.
In the EU-Russia shared neighbourhood four power relations have been selected as mostsimilar controlling for the impact of their relative size and EU and Russian historical legacies:
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EU-Moldova, Russia-Moldova, EU-Armenia, and Russia-Armenia. Furthermore, their
juxtaposition allows for the analysis of simultaneous EU and Russian co-optation in Moldova
and Armenia. In all four cases the neighbourhood country is small state in relation to the
regional power and of comparable size to the other small state. When it comes to historical
legacies, norm diffusion studies point to the analytical challenge of disentangling Russian ideas
from the ones that can be attributed to the shared Soviet history33. However, instead of a
persisting Soviet legacy34 Soviet norms have merged with European ones creating a post-Soviet
modus operandi in the shared neighbourhood35. Thus, both the EU and Russia can be said to
have pre-existing historical ties with Moldova and Armenia that had an ideational impact on
their societies, but unlike in the other neighbourhood countries none are dominant so as to be
a determinant for EU or Russian hegemony.
The four cases are different in terms of the ideological factors of interest to this study: language,
conventional wisdom and empirical knowledge, and popular religion. In Moldova, the Russian
language has an official status as ‘language of interethnic communication’ and schooling is
offered in both Moldovan and Russian from kindergarten to higher education. Unlike in
Moldova, the Russian language has no official status in Armenia and schooling in Russian is
not as widely available. Nevertheless, almost all Armenians report that they have some
knowledge of Russian (93% in 201936). Language is also a factor in the EU-Moldova relation
with the official state language being linguistically very similar to Romanian, an official
language of the EU. No such language ties exist in the EU-Armenia case.
Conventional wisdom, or what counts as ‘common sense’, is a shared understanding of how to
perceive, judge, and act upon everyday matters. As such it is engrained in the customs and
common understandings regarding social behaviour that make up a society (i.e., its culture). In
international relations the mobilization of cultural resources is often referred to as cultural
diplomacy37 or soft power38. Looking at culture as expressed through art, literature, music, and
film, Russian culture plays a relevant role in the Russo-Moldovan and the Russo-Armenian
cases. Because Armenians and Moldovans are largely proficient in Russian, Russian films and
literature are widely available. Armenians relate European culture to enlightenment thinkers
and their writings39 whereas a large part of Moldovan society shares a cultural identity with
neighbouring Romania – an EU member state40.
Empirical knowledge – what Gramsci called ‘good sense’ – is created and diffused to the wider
society mainly through mass media. In Moldova the Russian government has a significant
influence on the country’s media sector: 10 out of the 15 most watched TV channels in
Moldova broadcast programmes in Russian41. The Armenian media landscape is less
dominated by Russian-language outlets where only three Russian TV channels broadcast their
programmes42. In the two cases involving the EU there is no media presence. Nevertheless, the
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EU provides support and funding for projects in the audio-visual sectors of EaP countries
through its Creative Europe programme43.
Lastly, the four cases differ in terms of a shared religion (defined as a belief system) with the
regional power. A big part of the post-Soviet space is part of the canonical territory of the ROC;
this includes Moldova but not Armenia. Thus, in Moldova - where 92% of Moldovans identify
as orthodox44 - the ROC has more possibilities to promote its traditional values than in
Armenia. The national church in Armenia is the Armenian Apostolic Church which is part of
Oriental Orthodoxy. 89 % of Armenians identify as Orthodox, yet only 24% of these recognize
the patriarch of Moscow as the highest religious authority45. The EU, on the other hand, does
not build its power relations on a shared religion but on a shared system of beliefs. European
integration in itself started as a “value-based project to transform the geostrategic dynamics in
post-war Europe”46. Despite a shift to a more ‘pragmatic’ approach to its external relations47,
values and the narrative of ‘shared European values’ still sustain the EU’s ambition to
transform its neighbours48. These values are defined in the EU documents and discourse as
liberty, democracy, respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law. There
is a clear emphasis on anti-discrimination and (ethnic and sexual) minority rights. The EU
claims that their (interpretation of these) values is universal and that their adoption is a way for
other countries to modernize.
Table [1]: The variables of interest in the four cases
EU-Moldova
RussiaMoldova
Language
Official state
Language of
language
interethnic
communication
Culture
Romanian
Russian
and
Media
Support
Dominance
Belief system
Shared liberal
Shared religion
values
and Church

EU-Armenia
No shared
language
Enlightenment
Support
Shared liberal
values

RussiaArmenia
No official
status but
widely spoken
Russian
Existence
Shared religion

Considering the differences across these relevant factors, it is possible to define expectations
about the extent to which the EU and Russia have the capacity to shape ideas and beliefs in
Moldova and Armenia. We should expect co-optation to be most present in the RussiaMoldova power relation because Russia and Moldova share a language, culture, media
environment, and a religious institution. The least co-optation is expected in the EU-Armenia
case where there is only a shared culture and belief system. Simultaneous co-optation is most
likely to lead to competition and this less effects in Moldova where most factors are present in
both the relation with the EU and the one with Russia.
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The starting point of this analysis is the beginning of Putin’s first mandate as Russian president
during which Russian foreign policy became more assertive both in the region and in the
international arena49. At the same time, the EU was preparing for its Eastern enlargement that
brought the countries in Eastern Europe and the South Caucasus to its borders and led to the
development of the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP)50. 2021 is chosen as the end point
because the escalation of the war in Ukraine starting on 24 February 2022 that led Moldova to
submit its membership application to the EU signals a significant change in the EU-Russia
relationship and the regional order in their shared neighbourhood. Data is therefore collected
and analysed for the period between 2001 and 2021.
A frequent criticism of Lukes’ third face of power is the methodological challenge of
establishing interests independent of behaviour51 followed by the development of postpositivist theories of power52. However, for a coherent framework of hegemonic power
mechanisms including other mechanisms (such as coercion and prescription53) ontological and
epistemological consistency is needed. Here scientific realism provides a middle-way for an
investigation of hegemony reconciling structure and agency claiming that “hegemony is not
reducible to the activity of agents, but agency is brought back in through the ideas of structural
reproduction and occasional transformation through hegemonic activity”54. ‘Modern critical
realism’55 posits that there is a reality which exists independently of our conception of this
reality (as opposed to this reality being socially constructed). Yet, our interpretation of the
‘reality’ affects outcomes. Conciliating a positivist ontology with an interpretivist
epistemology, this position assumes the existence of underlying mechanisms that are not
directly observable.
Actors are assumed to be reflexive and strategic agents; however, they do not dispose of perfect
information. It follows that they formulate interests and devise strategies to realize these based
on the information they have and their ideas about a situation. It is the perception of their
interests that they act upon.56 The resulting preferences can be inferred from in-depth
interviews and textual analysis.57 Therefore, 47 semi-structured interviews with government,
business, and civil society representatives and 2 observations of business and civil society
meetings with government officials were conducted in Brussels, Moscow, Moldova, and
Armenia between 2019 and 2021. Furthermore, reports and official documents on language
policies, cultural programmes, the audio-visual sector, the Orthodox Church, and civil society
organisations for the entire 20-year period have been collected. A political discourse analysis58
was used to uncover ‘dominating representations of reality’ in the discursive construction of
the Self and the Other by the EU and Russia in these materials. Discourse analysis is
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“particularly well suited for studying situations where power is maintained by aid of culture
and challenged only to a limited degree - what Gramscians call ‘hegemony’”59. Shifting the
focus from the elite to Moldovan and Armenian societies, the qualitative analysis also included
survey and census data on language and media use, religion, and values from the Moldovan
and Armenian statistical offices, the World Values Survey, the Caucasus Barometer, and
national survey institutes.
Co-opting Moldovan and Armenian societies
This section presents the results of the qualitative analysis comparing co-optation across the
four cases and assessing the effects of simultaneous co-optation in Moldova and Armenia. First,
this section briefly outlines EU and Russian identity construction and how it relates to the
countries in the shared neighbourhood. The four following sub-sections present the findings
for co-optation through language, culture, media, and religion.
During the 1990s the EU’s ‘Self’ was clearly defined in opposition to the past looking at how
European integration contributed to peace and prosperity on the continent. However, with the
turn of the century practices of ‘Othering’ became more and more geopolitical being directed,
for example, at the Islamic world and the US60. The practice rests on the EU’s claim to the
universal validity of its principles that it seeks to export to the rest of the world 61. These
principles (democracy, human rights, rule of law) became an essential part of the EU’s Self
through codification in the Copenhagen criteria for EU membership. Thus, accession to the EU
(and its Self) means the adoption and implementation of its principles. The European
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) is based on the extension of EU principles through mechanisms
also used for enlargement (political conditionality, democracy support, domestic reforms based
on the EU acquis communautaire) thereby creating a ‘potential we’62. With Moldova and
Armenia, the ideational boundary was shifted by discursively constructing a ‘we’ based on
common values. The Association Agreement signed with Moldova in 2014 refers to ‘common
values’ as the basis for cooperation63 and with Armenia the “partnership and cooperation
between the Parties [is] based on common values and close links”64.
By openly contesting the universality of EU principles, Russia externally reinforces the
construction of this EUropean identity65. Construction of the Self changed over time from a
clear European/Western orientation grounded in the modernization discourse under Yeltsin to
Eurasianism – a traditionalist philosophy emphasizing Russia’s strong link with the post-Soviet
space, Asia, and the Islamic world – during the Primakov years. Since Putin came to power the
dominant discourse is that of a great power that is culturally European but due to historical
legacies still enjoys a special influence in the former Soviet states66. The West neglecting
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Russia’s role and great power status in the post-Cold War international system reinforced
Russian ‘ressentiment’67 and its dual nature as a ‘subaltern empire’68. As a result, Russian
identity construction under Putin came to rely on Othering the West69 and counteracting
Western democracy promotion in the post-Soviet space70 in an attempt to build a ‘post-imperial
Great Power identity’71. The Russian leadership’s discourse towards former Soviet countries
emphasizes “historical, cultural and simply human ties”72.
So, both the EU and Russia discursively constructed a Self whose ideational boundary they
shift to include Moldova and Armenia. The following sections compare how and to what extent
the boundary is shifted through language, culture and media, and religion in the four cases.
Attention is paid to the effects the simultaneous co-optation attempts have on Moldovan and
Armenian societies.
Shared languages in Moldova and Armenia
In the Russian government’s discourse the Russian language is not constructed as essential part
of Moldova and Armenian national identity but of its civic identity as multi-ethnic states (like
the Russian Federation itself). Moldovan was made the official language in 1989 after years of
Russification of the Moldovan society under the Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic. At that
time the ethnic minorities that made up ca. 40% of the population protested the law that made
Moldovan the only official state language because many of them used Russian instead of
Moldovan in their daily communication. As a result, Russian was attributed the status of
‘language of interethnic communication’ in the Republic of Moldova73.
As a result, Russian language education in Moldova is carried out within the public education
system. However, the Russian government has expressed its dissatisfaction with the quality of
teaching of both Russian in Moldovan schools and Moldovan in Russian schools, which has
led to “young people grow[ing] up as if partially linguistically illiterate”74. The problem is
elevated to the level of integration in the multi-ethnic Moldovan state. In the Russian
leadership’s view Moldovans should be bi-lingual emphasising the fact that Russian is not
merely one of the minority languages in Moldova: It is a language of “international
communication” being one of the UN working languages and “uniting the CIS countries” as
well as “ethnic communities here in Moldova”75. To enhance the quality of Russian language
teaching, Rossotrudnichestvo (the Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent
States Affairs, Compatriots Living Abroad, and International Humanitarian Cooperation)
regularly organises international workshops on ‘modern methods’ specifically developed to
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enhance teaching of the Russian language.76 Although Romanian is widely spoken in Moldova,
the shared language is not part of the EU’s discourse. Whereas the Russian government coopts Moldovan society into a Self through the idea of Russian as a language of communication,
EU co-optation efforts do not include the language factor.
In Armenia the ideational shift using a shared language was also only attempted by Russia. The
1993 language law made Armenian the sole official language. Available schooling in Russian
was significantly reduced and significantly less young Armenians learned Russian. With the
1997 Russian-Armenian Treaty of Friendship the Russian-Armenian University was founded
and Russian language instruction resumed. The Armenian government adopted a new policy
and Russian was taught in all Armenian secondary schools. There are also ca. 60 schools
offering intensive Russian language education.77 In addition, through its cultural centre the
Russian government offers free Russian language courses to 350 children in 21 Armenian
cities78 as well as school text-books and libraries.79 Like in Moldova there was an attempt to
co-opt Armenian society using the idea of Russian as communication language emphasizing
the fact that the country’s national minorities (i.e. Ukrainian, Georgia, Jewish, Kurdish, Polish,
etc.) communicate in Russian and calling to define Russian as the ‘language of interethnic
communication’80.
There was no simultaneous co-optation because the EU did not use language to co-opt
Moldovan or Armenian societies. In Moldovan society, the status of the Russian language was
highly politicized indicating contestation of Russian co-optation attempts. Language politics
lie as the heart of Moldova’s national identity as shown by the discussion over the name of the
official state language. According to Art. 13 of its constitution it is Moldovan (Art. 13), whereas
the 1991 Declaration of Independence states that it is Romanian. Linguistically very similar,
the distinction between the two languages sparked debates over the name of Moldova’s official
language. In 2013 the Moldovan constitutional court decided that the two languages were
identical. Although the EU does not mobilize language in its discourse, the Romanian
government urged Moldova to refer to its language as Romanian because “promoting the idea
of a Moldovan language distinct from the Romanian one is not only a distortion of a cultural
reality and identity, but also an ideological manipulation”81. In the 2014 census, 55.1% stated
that Moldovan was their native language whereas 22.8% responded with Romanian. According
to one interviewee this is closely related to the question of identity: “We don’t know yet the
name of the language, we don’t know how to identify ourselves”82.
And so, Moldovan speakers reject the idea of Russian as a language of interethnic
communication: “why don’t they speak Gagauz in Gagauzia? They don’t speak Romanian at
all, but they all speak Russian!”83. Furthermore, the effects of Russian efforts to promote the
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Russian language among Moldovans were limited: according to the latest national census
data84, the number of Moldovans using Russian for communication decreased from 16% in
2004 to 14.1% in 2014. Russian is mainly used by the country’s minorities showing some
acceptance of Russian as a communication language. In 2014, 92.8% of Russian native
speakers usually communicated in Russian followed by 33.3% of Gagauz, 30.9% of Ukrainian,
and 32.6% of Bulgarian native speakers. Only 3.5% of Moldovan and 1.3% of Romanian
speakers communicate in Russian. Nevertheless, at the end of 2020 the socialist majority in the
Moldovan parliament passed a law enhancing the status of the Russian language requiring the
names of goods and services to also be indicated in Russian. However, contestation continued
as the law was ultimately revoked by the constitutional court85.
Russian co-optation of Armenian society through language was rejected by the majority of
Armenians. Unlike in Moldova, the ‘we’ constructed through the idea of Russian as a
communication language never gained traction in Armenian national identity construction. One
of the interviewees viewed the imposition of the Russian language by the Soviet Union and the
resulting need to strengthen the Armenian language as one of the reasons for Armenian
independence86. Furthermore, Armenian society is more homogenous than the Moldovan one
with much less Russian native speakers and other minorities. According to the latest available
census data the majority of Armenian citizens reported Armenian to be their mother tongue
(99.6%) with only 0.4% stating that it is Russian87. Nevertheless, there was some acceptance
as the 1993 law allows the Russian minority in the country to organize general education in
Russian that include compulsory Armenian classes. In 2013-14, 5’100 students (1.5%) were
educated in Russian including children of the Armenian majority, who returned to Armenia
after having lived in Russia with their family88. Thus, Russian is viewed mainly a foreign
language in Armenia whereas in Moldova it is the native or communication language of a much
larger part of society.
Like in Moldova, the use of Russian decreased over time: whereas in 2001 85% of Armenians
still spoke Russian and 13% of ethnic Armenians even considered it their native language 89,
the numbers decreased to 54% and 1% in 201190. Almost all Armenians spoke Armenian at
home as a child (97% in 201091), yet they report knowledge of Russian (95% in 201092 and
93% in 201993). Russian is taught as a compulsory subject in Armenian schools from second
to twelfth grade. Or, as one expert sums up: “we learn Russian in school, everybody speaks
Russian”94. Another interviewee noted that the Russian efforts promoting language and culture
have increased over time, but they are less effective than the EU’s because Russia lacks an
attractive image: “with the EU it’s more or less clear, you are making reforms to live like people
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in Europe […] with Russia it is not clear – to have what?”95. Thus, in the Armenian society the
Russian language is closely tied to the idea of the Russian Self that is perceived as distinct from
the Armenian one.
By emphasizing a shared language, Russia sought to co-opt Moldovan and Armenian societies
into a constructed ‘we’ that is characterized by diversity. The ethnic-linguistical understanding
of this diversity with an important role for the Russian language was contested in Moldova and
Armenia. However, in the Moldovan society the idea of Russian as a language of interethnic
communication was interwoven with questions of national identity whereas Armenian society
views Russian more as a foreign or minority language.
EU and Russian cultural programmes
The EU’s constructed Self as an amalgamation of different cultures and languages is reflected
in its motto ‘unity in diversity’96. This also means that the EU only has a supporting competence
in the cultural sector coordinating and supplementing Member States’ cultural programmes
leading to the perception that cultural cooperation with EaP countries is limited and mainly
carried out by Member States97. Nevertheless, the EU provides financial assistance through
projects such as the EU-Eastern Partnership Culture and Creativity Programme (2015-2018,
EUR 4,3 million)98 and the subsequent EU4Culture programme (2021-2024, EUR 7,85
million)99. The projects are implemented by Member States’ cultural organisations – the former
by the British Council and the latter by the German Goethe-Institut. The aim is to “support the
development of culture as an engine for growth and social development”100. With this
instrument the EU promotes local and national culture through capacity-building and the
development of local Cultural Development Strategies, local and regional festivals, and
mobility.101 The Creative Europe programme (2021-2017, EUR 2,44 billion) in which Moldova
and Armenia participate since 2016 and 2018 respectively aims to “safeguard, develop and
promote European cultural and linguistic diversity and heritage”102.
Thus, the EU co-opts Moldovan and Armenian societies not through the construction of a ‘we’
based on a shared culture. ‘European culture’ is presented through its diversity, for example,
with films produced by different member states and not as one unified culture because – as one
EU official stated - “this does not exist at the EU-level”103. Hence, the EU promotes the idea
of a culturally diverse space co-opting Moldovan and Armenian societies into institutions and
projects where they can present their own local and national cultures.
This is in contrast to Russian co-optation where Russian culture is diffused through Russian
movies and series as well as dubbing of foreign movies. This was especially important in
Moldova where the Cyrillic alphabet was abandoned in the 1990s, and Moldovan returned to
the Latin-based Romanian alphabet. The Romanian TV channel broadcasted foreign movies
95
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and series only with subtitles in the Romanian alphabet, which a majority of Moldovans could
not read because they only knew the Cyrillic alphabet104. Even until today, this remains a
problem in rural areas and thus the consumption of Russian channels for entertainment remains
high105. In Armenia, the consumption of Russian films and movies is also widespread. Despite
the law on Armenian language that limits the distribution of TV programmes in languages other
than Armenian, Russian movies and series are popular. Like in Moldova, the dubbing of foreign
movies in Armenian is too costly and because most Armenians are proficient in Russian, the
Russian-dubbed version is shown along with original Russian movies106.
In terms of effects, the EU cultural programmes were valued by Moldovan and Armenian
political leaders because they served as a platform for the promotion of national and local
culture. Cultural projects such as the European Youth Orchestra and joint film festivals are
viewed as an opportunity to “bring to the EU citizens the culture of the EaP countries that can
show that they are not that different” and that “Europe doesn’t end with the EU”107. Similarly,
Armenian leaders see the main benefit as the “possibilities for young writers to speak loudly
about Armenia, making Armenia recognizable, speaking about ourselves, who we are”108.
There is another cultural element that was mentioned by several Moldovan interviewees and
that suggests the existence of a ‘cultural attachment’ to Russia: humour. One Moldovan speaker
stated that “Romanians are not very good at entertainment. I mean, I really don’t get the
Romanian humour” 109. Another mentioned the adjustment of jokes in Russian dubbing as an
important factor contributing to the popularity of Russian channels110.
In neither case did the cultural programmes lead to acceptance of the ideational boundary shift.
Instead, when asked about a cultural attachment with the EU, Moldovan and Armenian
interviewees only mentioned (labour) mobility and the diaspora as drivers of such an
attachment111. Indeed, in a 2013 survey112 on what the EU means to Moldovans 33% responded
with ‘liberty to work anywhere in the EU’ followed by travel (28.2%) and economic prosperity
(26.9%). Only 13.6% answered ‘democracy’ and 6.1% ‘cultural diversity’. According to a
representative of the Moldovan government: “we have more than 1.2 million citizens abroad
[…] it’s about a third of the population which means that this mobility is creating a different
perception about the external world”113.
Survey data shows that 39% of Moldovans have at least one household member living abroad,
mainly in Italy (26%), Germany (20%), and Russia (16%)114. A study of these migrants’ ideas
and perceptions showed that living in Italy allowed them to “acquire a ‘modern and civilized’
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mentality”115. They associated the EU with economic development and modernity, but also
‘libertinism’ and ‘selfishness’. Certain EU values were transmitted under the ‘modernization’
paradigm, but at the same time pre-existing ‘traditional values’ (importance of family and
community) were reinforced. Most interviewees also mentioned that most Moldovans view the
EU model as attractive because of the higher ‘living standards’ in the EU116.
Armenians generally have a positive view of the EU associating it with quality of life117, rule
of law and social protection, but according to one interviewee there were also “some worrying
trends with regards to traditional values”118. According to available data and estimates, most
Armenians abroad are living in Russia (1’182’388119), followed by the US (ca. 800’000), and
France (ca. 300’000)120. In 2019, 87% of Armenians reported to have a close relative living
abroad, the majority (56%) in Russia followed by the US (15%) and France (6%)121. In the
beginning of the 2000s, only few Armenians emigrated permanently (3%), most left Armenia
for seasonal work (94%). Per year, ca. 60’000 workers sought employment in Russia (mainly
in the construction sector). These migrants regularly returned to visit their families in Armenia,
whom they did not want to relocate122. This resulted in complex attitudes towards Russia. On
the one hand, Russia is viewed as a security provider in the Karabakh conflict and a place for
work123. However, Armenians that lived in Russia report a nationalist bias, although this is less
strong than towards other (Muslim) migrants124. A 2009 focus group revealed that Armenian
workers in Russia often experienced violence and racism leading them to be more satisfied
when returning permanently: “I used to earn more in Russia, but here I am home with my
family, I feel safe”125. Furthermore, Armenians that have temporarily lived in Europe for
education or work have a favourable view of the EU: “The norms and standards in the EU are
better and not only that – quality of life is. When I say quality of life mean generally,
infrastructure, roads, etc. Everything is better in the Europe!”
The role of mass media
Media as a mean of ideational hegemony is used more by Russia than the EU. Moldovan
interviewees in particular thought that the lack of communication from the EU contributed to
pro-Russian and anti-European sentiments in the country126. In the Russian leadership’s view
Russian mass media play an important role in promoting Russian culture in Moldova127 where
Russian-language TV programmes are mostly re-broadcasts from Russian TV channels directly
importing the Russian discourse. In fact, four of the 10 most viewed news websites advance
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pro-Kremlin positions128. Although the business structure of the Moldovan media landscape is
untransparent, it is known that only few of Moldova’s media outlets are independent. Public
media is heavily influenced by (Russian) oligarchs and even the Russian state. For example, a
2020 report found that Igor Chaika, son of the former prosecutor general of the Russian
Federation, owns the majority share in the “Media Invest Service” holding that controls the
‘Accent TV’ and ‘Primul in Moldova’ TV channels and the popular websites mail.ru and ok.ru.
Furthermore, ‘Rosmediakom’ controls the ‘TV Communicatii Group’ that owns the TV
channel ‘RTR Moldova’ and is itself owned by the All-Russia State Television and Radio
Broadcasting Company (VGTRK)129. The Russian government uses media to distribute its own
narratives discrediting the Western-led liberal international order130 and framing European
values – in particular LGBTQ rights – as a threat131. Thus, the shifting boundaries of the Self
disseminated through mass media relied on the Othering of Europe (and the West).
Since a 2020 bilateral agreement, Russia’s leading ‘Perviy kanal’ (Channel One) and
VGTRK’s flagship channel ‘Rossiya-1’ (Russia-1) are broadcasted in Armenia. Like in
Moldova, there is little transparency regarding media ownership, yet according to a 2021
Freedom House report when ownership or connections are uncovered, they are mainly related
to Armenian political parties and figures and manifest themselves in biased coverage. The
report also cites a study showing that Armenian news outlets use Russian media sources when
covering international events leading to the amplification of Russian narratives discrediting the
West in Armenian media132. Like in Moldova, Othering practices take place and are amplified
in Armenian society through media.
The EU discourse, on the other hand, links its media support to the values upon which its Self
is constructed. For example, the overall objective of its 5.5 million EUR project supporting
mass media in Moldova is “the successful implementation of democratic reforms in the
Republic of Moldova”133. A similar project in Armenia aimed to “contribute to a vibrant
Armenian media sector that is able to fulfil its role as a watchdog for Armenian society”134 – a
significant aspect of liberal democracy. Emulating the EU approach, the Russian government
launched an international media project in 2017. SputnikPro aims to “promote professional
exchange and media cooperation”135 with a Russian-language edition specifically targeting the
CIS countries (SputnikPro CIS).
Looking at the effects, a 2018 survey136 showed that Russian native speakers in Moldova
mainly consume news in Russian whereas Moldovan native speakers follow the news in both
languages. Thus, Russian media content reaches a broad spectrum of Moldovan society. TV is
the main source of political information for 83% of Moldovans137. Prime TV – previously fined
by Moldova’s Coordinating Council of Audiovisual (CCA) for rebroadcasting Russian
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propaganda in 2014 - is the most watched (55%) and the most trusted (32 %) channel for
news138. Russian-owned RTR Moldova (who has also been fined by CCA) is still watched by
21% for the news and trusted by 12%139. In a focus group conducted in 2018 participants said
that they considered the channel more accessible and professional than local TV stations 140.
Other sources of information are the internet (44%) and newspapers (17%)141. The website
jurnal.md and the Russian newspaper Komsomolskaya Pravda are most used and trusted for
online news and print media142. According to several interviewees the narratives that the
Moldovan public receives through these channels are propaganda, disinformation, and fake
news143 about “the decay of the West, the aggressive expansion of the West, [and] the
Americanisation of European societies”144. Several interviewees mentioned how European
values are portrayed as negative particularly the European emphasis on LGBTQ rights is
framed as threat145. According to civil society representatives the prevalence of these Russian
narratives is due to two factors: The failure of the CCA to impose harsher sanctions to curtail
Russian influence146 and the lack of EU communication147.
The Russian Othering of the EU was contested in Moldova’s society where opinion polls show
that a clear majority considered the country to have good relations with both the EU and Russia
throughout the 2000s and 2010s (see Graph [1]). Societal views on Moldova’s participation in
Russian and EU-led institutions fluctuated significantly over time. The number of respondents
that would vote for EU accession dropped from 76% in 2007 to 46% in 2017 and increased
again to 65% in 2021. This is partly due to stagnation in the reform process148 and the
uncovering of large-scale corruption cases involving Moldova’s pro-European elite149. In 2013
and 2017 support for EAEU accession was comparable to the EU but declined sharply in the
following years (see Graph [2]) suggesting contestation of Russian co-optation efforts.
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Graph [1]: Moldovan public opinion on relations with the EU and Russia over time
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Graph [2]: Moldovan public opinion on accession to the EU and EAEU over time (respondents
could choose more than one answer)
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In Armenia, Russian co-optation through mass media was less contested. The majority of
Armenians (89%) state that they use Armenian TV as a source of political information
compared to 32% using Russian TV. Armenians trust mostly the Armenian TV channel Shant
(71%) and its news programme ‘Horizone’. The most used online news sources are the
Armenian news.am (37%) and Azatutyun.am (28%).150 Armenians consider national and local
radio and international TV channels to be the most reliable and most independent source of
information151. However, overall trust in media is at only 29% in 2019-2020152. Due to limited
resources for international news coverage, Armenian outlets mostly rely on Russian sources
and media leading to the amplification of Russian narratives. As in Moldova, Armenians are
particularly satisfied with the professional reporting in Russian newspapers (72%) and Russian
TV (56%)153. Also, despite the 2020 Law on Audiovisual Media, there is a lack of transparency
on media ownership. The tree Russian channels that were granted slots received these without
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competition as an exception to the new Law154. However, only two Armenian interviewees155
mentioned the Russian media whereas all Moldovan interviewees highlighted the role of
Russian media in Moldovan society. Thus, the perception among Armenians is that the media
is not an important instrument of Russian influence and so most Armenians are not aware that
they are consuming Russian narratives.
The majority of Armenians consider Russia to be the main friend of their country although the
number of respondents that share this view has decreased over time (see Graph [3]). In 2019,
more Armenians viewed Russia as a political (12%) and economic (19%) threat to Armenia156
(compared to only 2% in 2007157). Trust in the EU has also varied over time with a high of
45% in 2008 and a low of 27% in 2015 and 2017 (see Graph [4]). As in Moldova, these
fluctuations suggest that these beliefs are not a result of effective co-optation through mass
media.
Graph [3]: Armenian public opinion on who is the main friend of the country
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Graph [4]: Armenian society’s trust in the EU
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Shared values and belief systems
Religion is an element of Russia’s cultural diplomacy that promotes and reinforces the idea of
common traditional values in Moldova thereby co-opting parts of the Moldovan society. The
Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) in particular is an instrument that is often used by the Russian
government to promote and legitimize its interests abroad158. There are two Orthodox churches
in the Republic of Moldova: The self-governing Moldovan Orthodox Church (MOC) under the
Patriarchate of the ROC and the Bessarabian Orthodox Church under the Romanian one.
Currently, the MOC has six dioceses and unites around 85% of the Moldovan orthodox
believers.159 The discourse employed by the Orthodox Church in Moldova emphasizes spiritual
unity based on “the same language of prayer and the same language of religious sentiments”160
and referring to “our Moldovan flock”161 thereby co-opting Moldovans into the Russian Self.
The discourse is centred around the “traditional moral values preserved by the Church”162 and
the “spiritual and moral principles which every generation of the Moldavians has taken in with
their mothers’ milk”163. According to the ROC what unites Russians and Moldovans, is their
common faith while also acknowledging that Moldova is “a unique country that is a bridge
between two civilisations – Latin and Orthodox, Western European and Slavic”164.
The Armenian Apostolic Church is part of Oriental Orthodoxy and hence not part of the ROC’s
canonical territory. Nevertheless, the ROC’s view is that the two churches have “brotherly,
close, and regular relations”165. ROC representatives frequently meet with representatives of
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the Armenian Apostolic Church and the Armenian government and on his visits to Armenia,
the Russian Patriarch also visits the Parishes of the ROC in Armenia. According to the ROC,
“Armenian believers [are] united with the believers of the Russian Orthodox Church by
profound spiritual and value bonds”166. One interviewee from the ROC noted that the common
faith that they share with the Armenian and the Moldovan people has “penetrated the cultural
stratum of these societies as shown by their commitment to the traditional fundamentals of
life”167.
Reinforcing the traditional values in Moldovan and Armenian society, the ROC reiterates the
Russian leaderships discourse that creates a contrast with the West where “a systemic
destruction of family values is happening […] under the banner of liberalization, the
emancipation of people, and the democratization of society”168. Accordingly, the neo-liberal
transformations in the world that lead people to abandon their moral foundations are viewed as
a common challenge that unites all Christian and even non-Christian people. The interviewee
mentions, for example, “the norm according to which marriage is a union between a man and
a woman, according to which abortions should be understood as a deprivation of life” as
“absolutely unshakable for all our confessions”169. This includes Europe which was founded
on Christianity and just like Armenia, Moldova, and Russia is facing new ideologies that
undermine these traditional values. It follows that the ROC does not consider these “new liberal
ideas” European because “for almost 20 centuries, European values have been the traditional
understanding of family and marriage, very strict morality, [and] deep faith in Christ”170. In
addition to this discourse, the ROC also openly endorsed Moldovan politicians that support
close ties with Russia, such as Igor Dodon, by declaring him “an Orthodox man who openly
declares his attitude to the Church, to the moral Christian principles”171 and awarding him a
religious order “in consideration of his active support of the initiatives of the Orthodox Church
of Moldova”172.
The EU, on the other hand, promotes its values through civil society which it deems important
for communication with Moldovans and Armenians: “civil society organisations are crucial for
disseminating EU-positive messages outside of the capitals”173. Moldova’s civil society
developed with the support of international donors such as the World bank and the Soros
Foundation. The sector started to flourish at the end of the 1990s with the implementation of
the 1996 Law on Public Association174. However, only a small amount of the registered
Moldovan CSOs is active. One of the main issues is access to funding which is mainly provided
by (Western) external donors through Official Development Assistance175. Civil society
cooperation takes place to ensure “a better knowledge and understanding of the EU in the
Republic of Moldova […] with a non-exclusive focus on the values on which the EU is
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founded”176. The EU supports the development of civil society through financial assistance and
capacity-building projects. However, the amount of assistance is limited compared the EU’s
overall support to Moldova. For the 2017-2020 period merely 5% of the overall European
Neighbourhood Instrument was allocated to complementary support for civil society
development177. None of the interviewees mentioned civil society support when asked about
the EU’s most successful instruments in Moldova. Yet, according to the EU civil society plays
an important role in democratic processes. It co-opted Moldovan CSOs not only discursively,
but also included in institutional processes such as the monitoring of the association
implementation. They were also co-opted into the EU-Moldova Civil Society Platform, a forum
for regular exchange of views between EU and Moldovan civil society representatives, “in
order to keep them informed of, and gather input for, the implementation of this Agreement”178.
During the annual platform meetings, they monitor implementation of the AA, report on
different aspects of Moldovan reform processes, and issue recommendations.
A similar approach is used in Armenia where Armenian civil society developed in the 1990s
due to Western donor support. The number of CSOs grew from 500 in 1997 to 2’585 in only
four years and by 2010 5’700 Armenian CSOs were registered179. Yet, according to the same
report, only a small amount (977) of those registered CSOs were active. Armenian civil society
was co-opted into various consultations by the EU. In 2013, for example, the EU Delegation
in Erevan created a website aimed at enhancing its dialogue with Armenian civil society. With
this platform, the EU sought to better understand Armenian CSO interests and to facilitate their
consultation thereby co-opting them discursively and in practice into the decision-making
processes.180 Overall, there are regular bi-monthly meetings between the EU Delegation and
CSOs where various aspects of EU assistance are discussed, and Armenian civil society
contribute to the ENP Progress reports. However, Armenian CSOs have raised concerns over
the slow progress with regards to the establishment of an EU-Armenia Civil Society Platform
under the CEPA181. As in Moldova, the EU dedicates a small part of its financial assistance to
civil society development: In 2013, 1.7 million EUR were granted to train civil society in
budget monitoring and improving its capacity to act as a watchdog in the fight against
corruption182. In 2015, the ENI funding for civil society support to Armenia was 5 million EUR
“to strengthen and build capacity of Armenian civil society to effectively contribute to
democratic decision-making processes”183. Yet, the EU views this assistance as successful:
“assistance to civil society and young people has helped to create a vibrant civil society […]
these people have been exposed to the West, often undergone Western education, and have
now come to power. Civil society has proven to be a good investment for the EU, and it is not
‘Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community and
Their Member States, of the One Part, and the Republic of Moldova, of the Other Part’, Title IV Ch. 26,
Art.134c.
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even the largest part of the assistance.”184 Thus, the EU co-opted civil society actors in
discourse and practice whereas the Russian leadership relied on co-opting religious
communities through the Russian Orthodox Church.
EU and Russian simultaneous co-optation directed at different groups within Moldovan and
Armenian societies resulted in some acceptance of the ideas and belief system they promoted.
The church enjoys a high level of trust (70%) among Moldovan citizens185 and 63% think that
being orthodox is important to being a national of the Republic of Moldova186. However, only
few Moldovans regularly attend church services (10% once a week and 15% once a month).
The largest share of respondents only goes to church on special holidays (42%)187. Although
the majority of Moldovans identify as orthodox and the MOC is part of the ROC, only 51% of
those recognize the patriarch of Moscow as the highest religious authority188. The Armenian
national Church is independent from the ROC and plays an important role in Armenian society:
81% of Armenians believe in God189 and 82% agree that being orthodox is closely linked to a
person’s Armenian national identity190. Like in Moldova, trust in the church is high 74%191.
Regular participation in religious services is slightly higher than in Moldova with 11%
attending once a week, 20% once a month, and 25% on special holidays192.
Many Moldovans subscribe to the traditional values promoted by the national churches
signalling acceptance into Russian belief system. The MOC took up the Russian discourse
Othering the EU and promoting traditional values: “Russia is the guardian of Christian values”
and Europe “demands that we pay with our souls, that we alienate ourselves from God”193. The
Church expressed concern about the ratification of the Istanbul Convention (on preventing and
combating violence against women) by the Moldovan Parliament. According to an official
MOC statement, the definition of gender is ‘socially constructed’ and “directly contradicts a
fundamental biblical truth”194. Furthermore, the MOC claimed that the convention intended to
“eradicate traditions” so that “marriage between a man and a woman may be considered an
obsolete tradition”195. One interviewee associated this narrative with Russia’s ‘Gayropa’
propaganda in response to the EU demanding the adoption of a law on non-discrimination196.
Survey data shows that the majority of Moldovans accepted the ‘traditional values’:
Homosexuality acceptance remained low at 4% in the late 2000s and 76% did not think that
marriage is an outdated institution. The traditional family model where a child needs a home
with a father and a mother was supported by 93%197. However, the construction of the EU as
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‘Other’ failed to gain traction in Moldovan society which maintained a largely positive view
of the EU (see Graphs [1 and 2] above).
According to the latest available survey data, traditional values also prevail in the Armenian
society: homosexuality acceptance is low at only 2%198, 84% value the institution of marriage
and 97% agree that a child needs a home with a father and a mother199. The Armenian Church
also opposed ratification of the Istanbul Convention for the sake of “our national-spiritual
identity and security”200. In an official statement the Church raised concerns about the concept
of a “third sex apart from female and male” which is “incompatible with the moral
understandings of the Church”201. Most Armenians agree with this view. In a 2019-2020
survey202 only 15% of the respondents approved the adoption of the Istanbul Convention
whereas 29% disapproved. However, 89% acknowledged that they have not read the text of
the Convention at all suggesting that they formed their preference on the basis of dominant
societal ideas. Some civil society actors showed that they rejected Russian promoted beliefs
stating that conservative groups linked with the Church are opposing non-discrimination
measures and associate it with LGBTQ rights in order to discredit the EU 203. Another one
thinks that these groups arguing that the EU is a promoter of LGBTQ rights and of the collapse
of the family are “partly paid by Russia”204. Although Armenians view both Russia and Europe
as Christian205, there is the perception that the EU went too far from these traditional values206
suggesting some acceptance of the Russian Othering discourse.
Armenian CSOs show some acceptance of EU beliefs thinking that EU financial and political
support has enabled them to play a role in domestic political processes through government
monitoring and civic education.207 One civil society representative noted that “civil society
wasn’t heard by the government, but the EU somehow forced the government to hear them”208.
Nevertheless, CSOs see room for improvement: 44% of Armenian CSOs in the EaP CSF think
that the EU should “strengthen civil society’s role in policy formulation”209 to support good
governance and rule of law reform. The Armenian National Platform (ANP) of the EaP CSF
had previously expressed dissatisfaction with their ability to impact policy-making processes
due to the government’s reluctance to a structured dialogue with civil society. Consisting of
180 Armenian NGOs, the ANP mainly saw their role in monitoring reform processes
undertaken in the framework of the EaP. Hence, the decision to not sign the negotiated
AA/DCFTA and join the EAEU instead, led many CSOs of the ANP to question their role or
even leave the ANP altogether.210
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In fact, CSO ability to co-opt citizens into the European values system was very limited in
Armenia. The fact that CSOs had to rely predominantly on external funding meant that CSO
activity became donor-driven and detached from the local population. A 2014 survey showed
that 54% of Armenians think that CSOs are not able to effectively address social issues and
58% are of the opinion that they are not able to influence policy making211. Even after the
Velvet Revolution in 2018 only 52% of Armenians have a positive opinion about CSOs212.
Communication and terminology, however, distort the polling data because “this NGO-speak
is a very foreign thing for the Armenian society”213. Thus, when asked about specific, local
organisations respondents report much higher trust. According to a civil society representative
“even the word civil society is not liked, but if you ask who is the change-maker in your
community they will usually mention an NGO leader”214. There is also some evidence that
Armenians accepted the European idea of democracy as a way for modernization: 83% of
Armenians view a democratic system as good for their country215. However, according to the
longitudinal WVS data, this attitude has been stable since the 1990s 216, suggesting that these
values already existed in Armenian society and were not significantly shaped by the EU. One
interviewee confirms this: “there were a lot of civil society people here who were fighting for
these values anyway, but the EU support magnified their voice”217.
From the view of Moldovan civil society, the role of CSOs in domestic policy-making
processes should also be strengthened218. Structures were put in place by the Moldovan
government (i.e., the National Council for Participation), yet their operation is hampered by
the same government219. EU assistance is inaccessible to a majority of Moldovan CSOs with
the complicated procedures and the lack of English language knowledge constituting the main
barriers. A 2014 survey showed that only 25% of CSOs received EU assistance with 43.8%
having never applied. As a result, there is a limited number of CSOs with which the EU
engages: Less than 50% reported that they have been invited to consultations by the EU
Delegation and 40% said that they were invited several times220. Also, CSOs are concentrated
in the centre and dominated by a small societal elite221. As a result, citizen trust in CSOs is low
(24% in 2017222) and organizations are reporting citizens’ indifference as one of the main
difficulties in their work223. According to one civil society representative the Russian negative
framing of European values was able to gain traction in Moldovan society because “civil
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society in Moldova failed to explain these [European] values”224. Nevertheless, as in Armenia,
Moldovans show some acceptance of democracy: 83% view a democratic system as good for
their country225.
Conclusion
By shifting the boundaries of their constructed Self, both the EU and Russia sought to co-opt
Moldovan and Armenian societies. There were, however, differences across cases and the
ideological factors mobilized by the regional powers. A shared language was only used in the
Russian discourse that constructed the Russian language as one of ‘interethnic
communication’. This was contested in Moldova but taken up in the national identity discourse
that centred around the language question. In Armenia, the Russian discourse was less
contested. It was accepted by a small group within Armenian society whilst the majority
rejected it. In terms of the other factors (a shared culture, media space, and popular religion)
simultaneous co-optation efforts were observed. The EU used the discourse of diversity to coopt Moldovans and Armenians whereas the (shared) Russian culture was promoted through
films and series. This allowed for a shift in both ideational boundaries because EU co-optation
re-enforced local and national identities that also show traces of Russian culture, such as
humour. Mass media was used by the Russian leadership to disseminate narratives Othering
the EU that were contested in both societies. Moldovan and Armenian media actors where coopted by the EU into projects disseminating democratic ideas with little effects during the
analysed time period. Simultaneous co-optation was most effective by means of religion.
Russia co-opted parts of Moldovan and Armenian – excluding civil society actors - into its
belief system of traditional values through the Russian Orthodox Church. Civil society actors
accepted the EU’s liberal democratic values but faced difficulties diffusing them to the wider
society. Thus, both belief systems were somewhat accepted in Moldovan and Armenian
societies leading to co-existence in different parts of these societies.
These findings confirm the expectation that co-optation is most present in the Russia-Moldova
case where the ideational boundary was extended through language, culture, media, and
religion. At the same time, simultaneous co-optation in Moldova did not result in competition
and less effective shifting of the ideational boundary, but a co-existence of EU and Russian
belief systems in different parts of the societies. Lastly, the results showed that shifts in the
cultural boundaries occurred also through international mobility – a factor that was not included
in the analytical framework. Thus, future research should pay more attention to the diffusion
of culture and values through international mobility and diasporas.
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